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Venting, Dosing & Closing
FLUXX® Packaging using the X-tra
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SABEU expands to the Americas, and explains the X-tra
Thanks to its decades of market and applications experience “SABEU – Plastics & Membrane Technology” manufactures a high-quality product line
under the FLUXX® trademark within the packaging segment of its business. SABEU is pursuing aggressive and ambitious targets particularly in the
development of this business division which includes the Venting, Dosing and Closing segments. Dispensing Taps, Degassing Solutions (Inserts,
Caps and Membranes) as well as Screw Caps are product groups within the wide-ranging portfolio that provides the “X-tra” in quality, durability,
food conformity and price competitiveness to ensure their expansion is nothing short of a huge success!
Optimal Venting is recognized with the FLUXX® Degassing Inserts which can be pressed in several
closures. They are fitted with water and oil repellent membranes guaranteeing that gaseous substances
can escape, so there is no pressure build-up or drop in pressure in any of the many containers it is suitable
for. The membranes are not moistened by liquids, so they remain fully breathable, and the container retains
its original shape. The true advantage the products have over the others is the patented drip-off edge that
ensures the membrane remains gas permeable. Due to the expertise in plastics and membranes, the inserts
can be adjusted to match specific applications. In addition to the single inserts, ready-to-use Vented Caps
in DIN 45, 50, 51 and 61 are also available – same thread sizes as standard Screw Cap without venting as well.
Unique Dosing is found with the FLUXX® Dispensing Taps and has been used in the decanting of liquids for decades
– today available from DIN 38 to 71 and with 3⁄4 or 2” threads. The Dispensing Taps offer superior leak-tightness and
are known internationally as the tap to use with bottles, canisters, and drums. There is a wide range of products to
fit most any need. The product design of our taps includes a supporting drip-off edge and convenient lever. These
Dispensing Taps are demanded for applications such as: liquid food, hygiene and care products, cleaning agents,
agrochemicals, petrochemicals, and hazardous substances. The unique twin-chamber ventilation system delivers fast
and clean dispensing without gurgling or dripping.
Reliable Closing is the real solution SABEU delivers with the high-quality FLUXX® products. All the products
ultimately close a container securely. SABEU considers what they manufacture as part of the most important element
when moving, storing, or transporting liquids. When asked, Sales Manager for the Americas, Jennifer Hughes stated,
“We know what we do may not seem particularly important, but we believe it is the most important part. We help our
customers secure and feel confident that as they protect the integrity of the substance and transport, store and move
these liquids that people and places are safe. There are no leaks, no dripping, no swelling or shrinking and that keeps
us all safe. So, see what we do is a big responsibility, and we take great pride and ownership in that.“
SABEU is growing and expanding, and Jennifer Hughes had this to say about SABEU’s current plans: “We have experienced incredible
growth and demand over the past few years. We responded by increasing and automating our production and developing and expanding our
portfolio. When our customers ask for more, we are going to deliver. Now, we are putting down roots in
North and South America. We are adding resources and we are committed to helping our customers get
Contact Jennifer
the quality products they need when they need them at a fair price. We are also going to keep asking
for a meeting at
PackExpo
what else they need and how we can solve problems together, because we are part of the packaging
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ecosystem and we know we have an important part, and we are fully committed to delivering the X-tra!”
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